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Multicast Routing Based on Ant-Algorithm with Delay and Delay Variation Constraints .
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routing algorithm based ant algorithm theory to solve this problem by considering the concrete end-to-end delay and delay variation constraints. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the approach. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the basic theory of ant algorithm and describe ant algorithm in communication network. In section 3, based on ant algorithm in detail, we discussed a distributed multicast routing algorithm with end-to-end delay and delay variation constraints. At last, the conclusion is given in section 6 .



In this paper, based on ant algorithm, we propose a distributed multicast routing scheme with delay-bounded and delay variation constraints in real-time communications. This paper first describes ant algorithm model and gives ant network model, then presents an upproach using ant algorithm to optimize the multicast routes with delay and deluy-variation constraints. The great amount of simulation has been done to show efficiency of the algorithm, and the simulation results .show (hat the proposed approach can find the best optimal mi!lticasl routes which satis$ the above constraints.



11. Theory of ant algorithm



Keywords: Delay constrained multicast communication, ant algorithm, multicast routing.



I. Introduction The future real-time communication network should be able to provide the multimedia services such as video conferencing, and so on, which requires that the network has the point-to-multi-point communication (i.e., multicast) ability. This results in the study of multicast routing. The objective of multicast routing is to find an algorithm, which, under the given network and user requirements, can find a linking way to make use of the network resource effectively. In recent years, many researchers have begun researching in the area, and proposed some fast and effective algorithms[ 11. In general, the algorithms can be divided into two categories. One category are the algorithms based on the shortest path, i.e., they calculate the shortest path between the source node and all the destinations, for example, Dijkstra algorithm[2]. The other are the algorithms based on the minimal spinning tree [MST], i.e., they calculate multicast tree consisting of the paths between the source node and all the destination nodes with minimum cost. This problem is a N P Complete problem, and it is generally solved with heuristic algorithms at present. [3]-[5] discussed this problem with the rigid delay requirements of certain multimedia services such as video conferencing; the paper [6]-[7] discussed the heuristic algorithm of multicast routing with delay constraint. Further, [SI introduced delay variation constraint, and discussed the multicast routing problem with the constrain, however, the algorithm in [SI only gives the multicast routes satisfying the requirements, can not give the best optimal solution. To make an improvement,, this paper constructs a distributed multicast
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A. Introduction: Studies have shown that ants have the ability to find the shortest path between their nest and the food source. The ability is realized depending on a kind of volatile substance called pheromone which ants deposit on the path. When an ant is walking on a path, it can deposit some pheromone on the path. The probability that the ants coming later choose a path is proportional to the amount of pheromone on the path. The more the number of ants passing a path is, the larger the amount of pheromone deposited on it is; inversely, the more amount of pheromone can attract more ants. This will lead to a positive feedback effect. By the positive feedback, the ants can always find the shortest path finally. The paper [9] gave a practical example of solving TSP based on ant algorithm. B. Ant algorithm in communications networks: Based on the principle above mentioned, a network model has been implemented by creating artificial ant population. To associate communication networks with the theory of ant algorithm, we replaced the routing tables in the network nodes by tables of probabilities that called



Fig. 1 The Pheromone Table



pheromone table (as shown in Fig 1). In pheromone table probabilities p(ij) represent the pheromone strengths
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(where, n is the number of destination, m is the number of neighboring node). Every node has an entry (row in pheromone table) for each possible destination in the network, and every table has an entry for each neighboring node (column in pheromone table). Pheromone tables give the probabilities of alternative choices between neighboring links. They are updated based on the rules defined. Equation (1) gives the probability with which ant k in node U chooses to move to the node v .



Otherwise: Z(U,v) t (1 - a)z(u,V ) Where:



A zk( U ,v) =



[ B ( u ,v)16 1 + Cost ( A P )



(4) (5)



0 < a < 1 is a pheromone decay parameter. B(#,v)is the spare bandwidth on link ( U ,v ). Cost( A P ) is the total cost of the path AP ant k travelling, and 1 is the number Where T is the pheromone,



J ( u ) is a set of all the 1



neighboring nodes of node ti, 0 = -is the inverse C(U,



v)



of ants. 111. When all the ants have achieved their tours in a tree T , pheromone is updated on all edges in the multicast tree T as follows (the updating based a tree):



If



ID,-D,l= < 2 for a n y i , j



of the cost C(U, v) (may be monetary cost or some measure Z(U,V) t



of the resource utilization).



,U



(1



-~



and(u,v) E T :



) T ( u , v+) Az(u,v)



Otherwise: Z(U,V) t (1 - ~ ) T ( u , v ) determine the relative importance of pheromone versus cost. In (1) we multiply the pheromone on link ( U , v )by a heuristic values @(U, v) . In this way, we favor the choice of outgoing links which have less cost, as well as a greater amount of pheromone. Based on the problem of multicast routing, we define three kinds of pheromone updating rule, I e., the global updating, the local updating and the tree updating as follows: I When an ant traverses a link, we change its pheromone level by applying the local updating rule as follows (the local updating):



~(u,v)+(~-~)T(u,v)+AT(u,v)



(2)



where A z ( u , v ) = l/d(u,v),d(u,v)isthe delay ant travelling through the link ( u , v ) . 0 < a < 1 is a pheromone decay parameter. The effect of local updating is to make the desirability of edges change dynamically.. In this way ants will make a better use of its pheromone information; without local updating all ants would search in a narrow neighborhood of the best previous tour. 11. Once an ant has built its tours, assuming that the path ant traveling is Af‘, and T ( A P ) is the delay ant travelling through the path A P . Thus, pheromone is globally updated on all edges according to (the global updating). If



T ( A P ) I A and(u,v)



E



AP :



(6)



is parameter which (7)



1



Where: A z ( u , v ) = -



4-



0 < a < 1 is a pheromone decay parameter. D,and U , are the delay of any ith and jth path in multicast tree T . A is the delay variation constraint that users require for multicast . Pheromone updating is intended to allocate a greater amount of pheromone to the paths having smaller delay and smaller delay variation constraint for the problem of multicast and greater spare bandwidth. In a sense, this is similar to a reinforcement learning scheme (as happens, in genetic algorithm under proportional selection). The pheromone updating formula was meant to simulate the change in the amount of pheromone due to both the addition of new pheromone deposited by ants on the visited edges and pheromone evaporation.



111. Multicast routing algorithm with delay and delay variation constraints A. Assumptions: The packet-switched computer network can be expressed by weighted figure G ( V , E ) , where, denotes the set of all the switching nodes in figure G , E denotes the set of all the edges in figure G , each edge denotes a link between two nodes.. Each edge in G
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corresponds to two positive real numbers ( 4 ,C, ) , where, F/ denotes the delay of information transferring of the edgel E E , which consists of queuing delay, transferring delay and switching delay, denotes the cost of the edge 1 E E , whose value is related to the resource utilization of the edge l E E . For the problem of multicast routing, the information starts from source node to the destination nodes through multicast routes. The nodes in multicast routes consist of three types of nodes: source node s from which the



c,



information is transferred, destination nodes



d, where the



information arrives finally (the set consisting of all the destination nodes in multicast routes can be denoted by D C V - {s} ), and relaying nodes through which the



P(s, di) denotes



the path



between the source node S and destination node



d, , then



information is relayed. Let



'



the delay corresponding to the path can be denoted by



0, =



x,eP(s,d,)< .



To describe the delay and delay



variation, we now introduce the following parameters to characterize the quality of the tree: Source-destination delay tolerance A : Parameter A represents an upper bound on the acceptable endto-end delay along any path &om the source .to a destination node. This is:



CF,I A



Vd,E D



(9)



/eP(s,d,) 0



0



Inter-destination delay variation tolerance A : Parameter A is the maximum difference between the end-to-end delays along the paths from the source to any two of destination nodes that can be tolerated by the application. In essence, this parameter defines a synchronization window for various receivers. This is subject to:



Minimum cost of multicast tree: We will make the total cost of multicast tree near minimum. This is denoted as follow:



Minimize(Cost(T))



(1 1)
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B, The algorithm in details: Every node in the system executes the same routing algorithm. When a node receives a request for opening a multicast connection with parameter M , A and A , which denoted as the destination set, the delay and delay variation requirements respectively, it becomes the source s of the multicast connection. Pherable of each node in the network is first initialized using a initialized pheromone value zo in light of load distribution status by equation (l).After this, the algorithm will perform the following steps: 1. A destination d, is randomly selected in set M . Before launching ant from source node s , each field in ant-packet is initialized, i.e., ant.time is designated as 0, ant.hop designated as 0, ant.node designated as { s}. We set the number of ant-packets as 1 . Ant moves from source to the next node that has maximum probability in Pherable[s](if there are more than one node with the maximum probability, we randomly select one node as the next node ant moves to it). 2. Letting an ant be at node U . When U = d , : if ant.time I A ,we send ant-packet back to source node s along the path ant-packet coming, while we update the pheromone value of all the links on this path ant travelling by equation (3).When U # d, :ant will move to the next node V E J ( u ) (if v E antaode) by comparing pherable[u] in the node U ;and if .v E antnode ,ant dies (i.e., drop it) ,while the pheromone value on link is updated by setting Az(u,v)= 0 in equation (2)(evaporation).When the ant arrives at the node V , we record the time value D(u,v ) ant travelling from the node U to node v ;if ant.time + D(u,v) I A ,the pheromone value on link (U,v ) is updated by equation (2) ,while Each field in ant-packet is updated as follows:



ant.time t ant.time + D(u,v ) ant.hop +- ant.hop + 1 ant.node t {ant.node,v } ; (12) If ant.time + D(s, v,,,~)> A , this ant dies (i.e., drop it), while the pheromone value on link is updated by setting Az(u,v ) = 0 in equation (2)(evaporation). For the node V , we repeat the process above in light of the pherable[v] . 3. We update each entry in the PherableCu] of each node U , here U E s U M., and launching the next ant, repeat step 1 and step 2 until all the ants with the address of destination node d are launched over in interval A . Then,



we select the path p ( s , d , ), along which the probability in Pherable[.] of each node are maximum, to establish a connection between source node and destination node d , . Letting a set including all the nodes on the path



For multicast routing with end-to-end delay and delay variation constraints in high speed packet-switched computer networks, the paper has presented a globaloptimizing approach based on ant algorithm. The approach can overcome the limitations of the existing approaches, and because the ant algorithm in the approach made use of colonial effect instead of traditional mathematical methods to realize optimizing multicast routing, it provided a novel way to solve the problem of routing in computer networks. By simulation, it has been proved that the proposed approach can find the best optimal multicast routes with end-to-end delay and delay variation constraints effectively.



p ( s , d ,1as M i . 4. In set M - d , , we randomly reselect the destination node d , . At first, 1 of ant-packets are initialized as follow:



ant.time is designated as 0, ant.hop designated as 0 , ant.node designated as { s, Mi }(may be s E M i , but this don’t affect our algorithm). When we launch each antpacket with the address of destination node d , in the source node S , the ant moves to the next node vi by PherabZe[s], we take two status into account as follows: i.e., v, P ant.node or v, E ant.node: (1). When v1 e ant.node : if antlime D(s,v,) IA , the pheromone value on link (s,v,) is updated locally by equation (2), and ant-packet moves to the next node v, by Pherable[v,]in node v1; if v, E ant.node, ant dies (i.e., drop ant-packet); otherwise repeat the process above. From now on, each time ant encounters the node U E ant.node, ant dies, otherwise continue etc.. (2). If vi E ant.node: For ease o f description, letting node t be first node subject to t P ant.node . We repeat step (1). 5. If set A4 - d, - d , -. . - d , = 
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